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ABSTRACT
Because of-fewer humaA resourcts, teachers in rural

schools have to agsume a larger responsibility for their own
curriculum development than,do teachers in city schools. There is a
need for a curriculum specialist to get into a situatión quickly, to
assess the problem, and to solve the problem quickly in order to' move
to another problem: In rural schools, one of the most important ways
of getting teachers to assume that responsibility is to teach them to
become independent iearners by using the student as a major source of
information and guidance in curriculum development. While this is a
generic princiPle in curriculum development, .it is a prinCiple that
assumes the critical role in rural school curriculum_ development.
Generalizations suggested by the model developed from ihis curriculum
project include: teachers,,particularly in rural school districts,
need proof of the'effectiveness of a curriculum development (they
must see a change in student behavior or learning needs); teachers.
need to value the .approach to curriculum development (they must t

decide what is best and what is effective within the context of their
own classroom); and teachers'need. more concrete guidance initially,
but they need to work towards independence in learning via learning
how to learn from their students. (AH)
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There is a nded for a special approach to curriculum development in
1.

,

rurai schools mainly because rural schools do not haVe'the support syseems

that pay.be fouri'd in urban areas: S5hools in urban areas ordinarily, have

continual support and tRey can ofteh dependupon that support. In rural

schools, ther'e is the same teacWer need and fewer people to do the job.

Because of fewer human resources, teachers in these schools have to assume,

plarger
responsibility for their own curriculum.development thankdo

teacherS-in city scho61s, In rufal areas, there is a need for a cur-

rieulum specialist tO get into a'sjtuation quickly; to assess the

problem; and to solve the problem ,quickly in order to move to another

problem.

In rural schools, one of the most important ways of getting.teachers

to assume that responsibility is to teach, them to become,independent.

learners by using the student as the majOr source of information and

guidance in curriculum development. While this is a generic principle

in curriculum development, it is a principle that assumes the critical

.role in rural school curriculunidevaibpment.

1

Theory and Practice
\.

It is lnipertant that teacheA in rural schools learn about theory so

that they can generalize practices and fill in the gaps. .They need,

so to peak, a generic code, an understandint of the gobal, to enable

'411 them to be a positive force in the developmental prO&ss. They need,

*Both members of the DePartment of Education, Idaho Stale University,
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however, to develop this through practical experiences.. It is the most

meaniniful way to learn theory.

If the teachefr is dealing with something that, is practicalscmiething
:

that is valued, something tt can be. demonstrated to be,effective, then

the teacher will thirst for theory. They will want to know why it works.',

This brings one to the second step. In order to deVelop curriculum in
.

.

4 .

p 14116 rur4,schools, one needs to be sp'ecific aboutwhat -.one is doing, and 'one
. 1

.
.

has got to develop somehing that actually works. It also has to be

demohstrated to the teachers that it works or, even better, they have to

demonstraee to themselves,that it works.

Need for Assessment

Thqre is a critical rieed for pre-asseSsment and,post-assessment in

this kind'of situation. Pre.and post-assessmenis are the grist for
;'

demonstrating.effectiveness. It helps to specify what.is going on and

specific ity is important here. In these schools one cannot be investi-

gating general' kinds of concepts that can be ivestigated.over tine at,

an appropriate pace. There is not enough time for that. One haS to

deal with specifics and find out whether ehe curriculum at each ,

developmental stage works OT does not work. Therefore, for curriculum

development', especially ih rural schools, pre-assessment and post-

assessment are essential.

,

Tfie Approach .

'A

As a specific example, the authors have deve1ope401,approachto
4

curriculum development 'for a particular rural schobt in Southeast Idaho

which seems, to have been very effective after only lour months of inter-
.

vention. This curriculum presents an apprbach that hd great potentiX

for coniinuation witilia that school even though the curriouVoui specialist
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has moved on. There are a number of reasons why this curriculum will
*

continue to be used. eine major reason`is that the.teachers know it works.

They know it works becauseAof,thp pre-assestmwit/post-assessment measures

which demonstrated poaitive student change.

Teachers in this elementary school had requested help in the teaching
- .

of language development with particular emphasis in writing. Before the

intervention began, teachers were asked to- gather data by having youngsters

write in response to a particular picture whicti teachers selected. Rather

than having some sophisticatedassessment tebhnique impoded von them,
a.

teachers developed'the assessment technique themselves which was° .then used

for student pre- and-post-assessment. By dOeloping ithis assessment tech-
.

nique on theit own, it Uas assu'red that the tehchers would understand the
4

meaning of the results and its relationship to their instructional goals
. fi)

and objectires. The assessment rated each student s6ap1e on a 0 tb 10

scale based upon a criteria establighed by the teachers themsel,yes using

group donsensus. The curriculum specialist acted as an independent rater

using the same criteria.

. After the.assessment, the teachers developed, under guidance and

direction, a step-by-step approach for improving the writing of youngsiers

7
in that school. This approach was developed by the teachers, again under

'11

direCtion, but const ntly in relationship to cbildrpn's learning. This

led'the Teachers to begome increasingly more confident about their own

abilities not Only to teach the new approach, but also to develop a'scope

and sequence for that approach. It also led them to realize that the major
0

guide for the curriculum development Was not the tqacher trainer but the
t

. ,

sildents themselves.

.For example, when the teacher trainer was asked, "Where do we go

next?", the'answer of the trainer was usually, "Vhere do you think you

5 )



need to go?"' The discussions that followed were centereCI on,discovering

the need for reinterpretation of data already possessed or the need for

more student data for guidance: Thus, teachers were made aware of the

constant cyclic process that moves from assessment of needs, problems,

issues, etc., to strategy developmeftt which should always.lead to a data-,'

based evaluatiOn,o outcOmes of the strategy. ,m

Acquisition of,this process, through guided praCtice on the part of

teacher trainees, Has led them to greater indepenaence from the teacher'

trainer. As the trainer gradually removed himself from a purely prpactive

I
role to that 9f a reflector of trainee though.t, it was apparent yhat

Aeachers had_internalized the problem solving process. Thia acquisition

,of proceps now allows them access to a continuous prOcess made to,expand

and deepen their own curriculum using'their students' needs as the

4 generator of curriculum.

EffectiVeness

The effectiveness of 'the curriculum was moseconvincing., Pre and

post-assessment analyses of student achlpvcalsnt score indica$ed, in the

judgment of the teachers and using their own crieria-referenced assess-
./

:Iment, that students improved significAntiy'in their writing abilities.

The asseSment device was not sophisticated, but the'results of its use

-4

were convincing. Each teache'r rated his/her oWn Audents' papers and
,*

the curriculum specialist also rated each student's writing. The inter -

Arter reliability was .90, meaning'that judgments based on the criteria

across teachers and the curriculum,speciaiist was very high. T-test

results for the 220 students are displayed in Table 1,

Groups Number (N)

. i

E d d2.
Standard
Dv/. ierl t Value

..amaa~1aMaMaN
7.22

Probability

(p4)

a
.0005

6 Total Grouo 220 1 481 2.035 t 4.49

Table 1

t Test Data

11,
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The t-value indiCates to the writers that student oUtcomes achieved would

have occurred by Chance in only five out of ten thousand instances.

iln,a follow-up survey One and one-half years after the Inservice pro-

.

vam ended, it was found that all teachers in that school had co4inued'to

expand their own curriculum by using the students as guides. Three teachers
go

who were.new to the ichool sinc the inservice.gtated.that they were using

the curriCulum. This curriculum use and expansion is a strong contrast to

ouF experiences with curriculum projeCts which resulted in a Well-packaged

prOduet Which was placed on a shelf and never used..

11551ependence

The guidance 6f the curriculum develoiment was directed but not imposed.

The curriculum specialist in this instance trained teachers to perCeive their

students as the true guide of the conteft and strategies of their program to's

dmprove their student's,' mTiting skills. Using demonstration teaching,

4- teacher experimentation with new skills, and reflections on classroom suc-

cesses and failures, teachers rapidly acquired the theory-base andthe'skill--

to carry on'alone for they hadsuccesd in the form of a "picoven" enhancer of
. I

'student skill/knowledge that worked effectively.

44

ADAPTABILITY OF THIS MODEL

Three major generalizations are suggested by..the model developed from

this curriculum project. .

1. Teachers, particularly in ruhl schoolvdistricts, nied proof

of the effectiveness of a curriculum development. The time

and effort they expend must demonstrate student behavior

change in the form of a solution to what teachers perceive

as student learning needs.
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Teecherg need to Value the approach to curriculum develop-
4

lment. The authors see inherent in this,statement teacher

involvement from "day-one" to a simUltaneous production of

a usable ptoduct as their learning takes place. They must'

, help decide what is best and what is effective within the

Context of their Own class'room.

4

3. They need more concrete guidance initially, but they need to

work towards independence in learning. They need to learn

how to learn from students, particularly.from their own

1

gtudents. And they need to be guided by a process whereby

the teacher trainer pemoves,himself from the process and is

nsgured that hie trainees can assume guidance for future

development.

Teachers need to .learn to lgok less to the teacher trainer for guidance

.and more towards the students. The teachers need tp be confident enough to

learri how to extend their.skills so that, eventually, they will look towards

themselves andtfleir relationship to,..their students for furthering the
.1

develupment of their skills in teaching and in durriculuM\developmefit.
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